During a lifting task the movement of the trunk can account for the majority of the external moment about the ankle. Though the angle of trunk flexion and the external moment about the ankles are roughly correlated, this correlation can be reduced by various segmental dynamics and momentums with the upper/lower extremities. Two methods are proposed in this technical note for describing the relationship between the kinematics and the kinetics of a lifting motion. The first relies on the phase plane analysis technique and explores the relative phase angle between the kinematic characteristics of lifting motion (i.e., trunk motion in the sagittal plane) and the kinetic characteristics of lifting motion (i.e., the net external moment). The second technique employs the moving correlation technique that assesses the level of coordination between the net external moment and the angle of the torso in the sagittal plane. In this paper, these methods are applied to a dataset of lifting motions of obese and normal weight participants to explore the utility of these modeling approaches on the assessment of potential risk in the lifting task due to obesity.
Under static conditions the correlation between the trunk flexion angle and external moment is roughly linear since the trunk mass accounts for the majority of the body mass depending on the location of the center of gravity (Enoka, 1988) . A kinematic and kinetic analysis of a dynamic sagittally symmetric lift reveals very similar patterns where large trunk flexion is concordant with large bending moment measured from the ground (Figure 1 ). This figure also shows that the external moment can be significantly influenced by the acceleration profile based on the dynamics of the lifting motion (Chaffin, 1999; Toussaint et al., 1995) . Whenever there is a phase shift between the timing of two variables, the correlation between the trunk flexion angle and the external moment would also be altered, reflecting the rate of postural changes. Such deviations may be due to the initial jerk (Danz and Ayoub, 1992) to overcome inertia, or to compensate for the perturbations of the center of gravity relative to the base of support.
Exploration of these relationships may provide some insight into injury risk.
Insert Figure 1 about Here
One approach to exploring this relationship is the use of phase plane analysis.
This technique has been used previously to explore joint coordination, such as the phase relationship between hip and knee joints (Burgess-Limerick, et al. 1993; BurgessLimerick, et al. 1997; Burgess-Limerick, 2003) with critical implications on balance, joint loading and stability. Changes in the inter-joint coordination (e.g., from-proximalto-distal, from-upper-to-lower extremities, or reversal sequences) could alter the timing and magnitude of the coordination between trunk flexion and moment about ankle, since the trunk is in the middle of the kinetic chain (elbow-should-hip-knee-ankle). The exploration of these relationships is the focus of the current study. Xu et al., (2007) conducted a study of lifting kinematics that compared the lifting technique of obese and normal weight participants. The first group was the normal weight participant group (BMI is less than 25kg/m2). The second group was the obese participant group (BMI greater than 30kg/m2). Twelve male volunteers from the university population participated in this experiment, with six participants in each group.
Data Source
These authors asked the participants to lift a load from the ground to a mid-chest location.
Load weight (10% and 25% of lifting capacity) and asymmetry (0° and 45°) were varied across trials and there were 12 repetitions of each combination of the dependent variables.
(Only those trials wherein the participants lifted the 10% load are considered in the current study.) Trunk kinematics were captured using the Lumbar Motion Monitor (LMM, Chattanooga Group Inc., TN) (Marras et al., 1992) during the lifting tasks. This device was positioned along the length of the spine and is attached by a harness at the thorax and pelvis. The LMM captures trunk angular position in the three cardinal planes of human motion at a rate of 60 Hz. Angular velocities and accelerations are then obtained by differentiating the angular position as a function of time (Marras et al., 1992) . To estimate the ankle moment, the ground reaction forces were collected by two force plates (Bertec Corporation, Model 4060A). The signals from the force plate were sampled at 60
Hz (details of these methods are provided in Xu et al, 2007) . is any direct responsive relationship between the kinematic and kinetic measurement, the correlation coefficient between the two variables should be quite high. Because the latency in human motor responding for errors in execution and selection is about 250 ms (Schmidt, 1988) 
where i r is the correlation coefficient of the ith time window, M is the moment, S is sagittal bend angle, and n is the total number of point captured during one lift.
Each lift then yields a sequence of correlations (Figure 4) . A zero correlation indicates that no apparent linear relationship between two variables. A high correlation implies that sagittal trunk flexion accounts for the external moment to a great extent without any large acc-/deceleration of the limbs. Figure 5 gives the profile of twelve participants' moving correlation coefficient under symmetric / asymmetric lifting condition.
Insert Figures 4 and 5 about Here

Conclusions
The comparisons of the moving correlation and the phase angle shift are informative. It would be unusual to have a small phase shift (Method 1) corresponding to a small correlation (Method 2). In contrast, a large phase shift can cause disruption of profiles and reduces the correlation between the two measures. When a movement has fewer jerks (sudden change in acceleration or decelera-tion), the combination of small phase shift and large correlation reflects less complicated coordination. Finally large phase shift and small correlation represents a low coordination level. Thus, based on the aforementioned four possibilities, the quantification of the deviation from any given coordination provides information regarding the dynamics of postural changes during lifting tasks, which can be used to compare lifting patterns and to investigate the organization of body movement. Considering that obese people are more vulnerable in terms of workers' injury (Ostbyeetal.,2007), these two methods may be also used to investigate differences in posture dynamics between normal weight people and obese people during various lifting tasks. When a lifting pattern has a large phase shift or a small correlation coefficient, it would be considered problematic since such lifting contains strong jerks, which require more muscle force and potentially cause injuries.
Future study should quantitatively evaluate differences of phase shift and correlation coefficient between normal weight people and obese people and that may help us unravel why obese individuals have higher morbidity. 
